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Change Log
Date

Change Description

2019-08-01

FortiADC 5.3.1 Release Notes initial release.
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Introduction
This Release Notes covers the new features, enhancements, known issues, and resolved issues of
FortiADC™ Version 5.3.1, Build 0639.
To upgrade to FortiADC 5.3.1, see FortiADC Upgrade Instructions.
FortiADC provides load balancing, both locally and globally, and application delivery control. For more
information, visit: http://docs.fortinet.com/fortiadc-d-series/.
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What's new
FortiADC 5.3.1 offers the following new features:

Server Load Balance
Radius L7 SLB clone pool
Sends a copy of Radius message to external server for further analysis.

Radius L7 SLB keep client IP address
When FortiADC connects to the real server, it will use client IP address instead of ADC address.

Radius L7 SLB persistence based on acct-session-id

Security
WAF input validation policy supports multiple rules for each type
Only one rule for each type can be configured to the input validation policy in 5.3.0. From 5.3.1 on, however,
multiple rules are allowed.

System
HA supports non-promiscuous (unicast) mode
FortiADC supports multicast (default) and broadcast heartbeat before version 5.3.1, but MSSP cannot use
promiscuous mode for FortiADC-VM HA in their cloud infrastructure. Now FortiADC supports non-promiscuous
(unicast) mode HA in VMware platform.

Remove memory/disk limitation in VM license
For VM01 – VM32 license, FortiADC will not limit memory/disk any more. And the default memory is now 16G
for VMware/Hypervisor template.
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Hardware and VM support
FortiADC 5.3.1 supports the following hardware models:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

FortiADC 200D
FortiADC 300D
FortiADC 400D
FortiADC 700D
FortiADC 1500D
FortiADC 2000D
FortiADC 4000D
FortiADC 100F
FortiADC 200F
FortiADC 300F
FortiADC 400F
FortiADC 1000F
FortiADC 2000F
FortiADC 4000F

FortiADC Release 5.3.1 supports deployment of FortiADC-VM in the following virtual machine environments:

VM environment

Tested Versions

VMware

ESXi 3.5, 4.x, 5.0, 5.1, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 6.7

Microsoft Hyper-V

Windows Server 2012 R2

KVM

Linux version 3.19.0 qemu-img v2.0.0, qemu-img v2.2

Citrix Xen

XenServer 6.5.0

Xen Project Hypervisor

4.4.2, 4.5
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Known issues
There are no known issues discovered in FortiADC 5.3.1 release. For inquiries about particular bugs, please
contact Fortinet Customer Service & Support.
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Resolved issues
This section highlights the major known issues discovered in FortiADC 5.3.1 release. For inquiries about
particular bugs, please contact Fortinet Customer Service & Support.

Known issues
Bug ID

Description

0566984

Need comment/notes for Admin IDs

0568261

KVM image failed to deploy on Apache CloudStack

0569029

Execute formatlogdisk failed on XenOpen/XenServer

0568535

Changed GSLB CNAME target name limit from 48 to 255

0556245

Threat Map does not show anything in some cases

0564257

Fortiview session filter resets after refresh

0565387

WAF "web scraping" may have different name in log

0563858

Optimize 4000F boot up time

0570321

ADC VM on AWS drops 5% packets for the ping ICMP packets

0563296

LDAP Fetch data format is different from 4.8.x

0554087

GLB vulnerability CVE-2018-5743 fix

0525665

FortiADC uses DH public key size to 127 bytes in DHE_RSA Client Key Exchange
message during Healthcheck caused failures.

0568810

Log message "DROPPED DUE TO CONN_SCHED_UNREACH"

0557573

FortiADC OCI SDN connector needs to cover all OCI regions

0571274

Default MTU is 1450 for KVM On Nutanix, changed it back to 1500

0568369

Used incorrect certificate to server side for https health-check

0571886

Unexpected reboot happened, may cause coredump and link down

0535558

Add HA and allow access information on Network Interface ports
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Image checksums
To verify the integrity of the firmware file, use a checksum tool and compute the firmware file’s MD5 checksum.
Compare it with the checksum indicated by Fortinet. If the checksums match, the file is intact.
MD5 checksums for Fortinet software and firmware releases are available from Fortinet Customer Service &
Support. After logging in to the web site, near the bottom of the page, click the Firmware Image Checksums
button. (The button appears only if one or more of your devices has a current support contract.) In the File
Name field, enter the firmware image file name including its extension, then click Get Checksum Code.

Customer Service & Support image checksum tool
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Upgrade notes
Adjust boot partition
To upgrade image for VM platfroms, because of the boot partition size limit before 5.1.x, please be sure to
upgrade to 5.1.x image first to adjust boot partition size, then upgrade to 5.2.x and 5.3.1, or else it will report
"Unmatched partition size" error when upgrading.
No such issue for physical platforms.
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